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A SHIFT IN ANTITRUST POLICY 
 

In its Microsoft decision almost nine years ago, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia made clear that the possession of a copyright does not confer immunity from 

monopolization liability on acts involving the restrictive licensing of the copyrighted work.  

Employing a memorable analogy, the court stated: 

Microsoft's primary copyright argument borders upon the frivolous. The company 

claims an absolute and unfettered right to use its intellectual property as it wishes: 

“[I]f intellectual property rights have been lawfully acquired,” it says, then “their 

subsequent exercise cannot give rise to antitrust liability.”  That is no more correct 

than the proposition that use of one's personal property, such as a baseball bat, 

cannot give rise to tort liability.1 

In interpreting the anti-monopolization provisions (Section 2) of the Sherman Act, the 

courts have been less clear about the potential for liability arising from the refusal to license a 

patented product.  A monopolist can sometimes harm competition by refusing patent licenses to 

would-be customers who do business with the monopolist’s competitors.  Nevertheless, some 

courts have gone so far as to suggest that such refusals are always legal, except where there is a 

separate basis for legal liability. 

This legal ambiguity over patent licensing poses obvious difficulties for antitrust enforcers 

tasked with prosecuting companies that monopolize markets in high-tech industries.  Until recently, 
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however, the Justice Department manifested little interest in pursuing cases that might clarify the law 

in this area.  The agency under Bush brought no monopolization cases, as then-Sen. Barack Obama 

critically observed during his presidential run.2 

The Justice Department in 2008 also issued a report, Competition and Monopoly: Single-Firm 

Conduct Under Section 2 of the Sherman Act, which expressed the agency’s policy approach of allowing 

monopolists to engage in unilateral, unconditional refusals to deal, including refusals to license 

intellectual property, without facing meaningful antitrust scrutiny.3  The Obama administration’s first 

Assistant Attorney General for the Justice Department’s Antitrust Division, Christine A. Varney, 

signaled a major shift in enforcement policy when she ordered the withdrawal of the agency’s 

Section 2 report on May 11, 2009,4 barely three weeks into her term of office.5 

The Antitrust Division’s recently reported opening of an investigation into IBM’s conduct in 

the mainframe computer industry appears to confirm this shift in Section 2 enforcement, and raises 

the possibility that the agency will seek clarification from the courts as to whether and when the 

restrictive licensing of patented technology can give rise to monopolization liability.  The 

investigation appears to arise from complaints that IBM has blocked competitors from building 

IBM-compatible mainframes by refusing to license patents needed to achieve compatibility,6 but may 

extend to a wider range of conduct. 

Should the investigation lead to an enforcement action, the courts will have a further 
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opportunity to clarify the antitrust obligations and intellectual property rights of a monopolist who 

relies primarily on patents, rather than copyrights, to protect its technology.  Given IBM’s 

importance to the information technology industry as the owner of the world’s largest patent 

portfolio,7 such a case could be accurately described as the patent-oriented sequel to the Microsoft 

litigation, which itself had been cut short in 2001 by a regime change at the Justice Department.8  

 

 

OPERATING SYSTEM LOCK-IN AND INSTALLED BASE OPPORTUNISM 

 

For most of its history as a company, IBM has enjoyed a monopoly in the worldwide market 

for mainframe computers.  Mainframes are a class of computer characterized by an extremely high 

level of reliability, availability and serviceability.  They are used primarily by large businesses and 

government agencies to process data in their ongoing operations. 

Businesses and organizations that use mainframes can get locked in to IBM’s operating 

system in the same way that PC users tend to find themselves dependent on Microsoft’s Windows.  

Most applications software products are designed and sold to run on a specific operating system and 

will not work on any other.  Over time, computer users tend not only to become accustomed to the 

applications they use, but to generate large volumes of data and other auxiliary files that are specific 

to those applications.  This reliance on specific applications is especially strong in the case of 

mainframe-based applications, which are often highly customized and mission critical.  The prospect 

of losing these operating system-specific investments of money and time can deter computer users 

from switching to a different operating system.  In this way, high “switching costs” lead to consumer 

“lock-in.” 

An operating system monopolist can take advantage of consumer lock-in by imposing 

increasingly onerous conditions on its “installed base” of existing customers.  The monopolist may 

introduce newer, more expensive versions of the operating system while discontinuing older, less 

expensive versions.  While newer versions of an operating system may include beneficial 
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innovations, existing customers may end up paying a higher price for new features they do not need.  

The monopolist may also try to require its customers to purchase another of its products, or forbid 

them from purchasing a competitor’s product. 

Monopolists who exploit their ability to extract such concessions from a locked-in installed 

base are said to be engaging in “installed base opportunism.”  Installed base opportunism may not 

be a profitable strategy if large numbers of consumers come to recognize the long-term burdens of 

ownership and become discouraged from buying the monopolist’s product in the first place.  In the 

Microsoft case, however, the courts found that Microsoft was able to exploit its installed base because 

dissatisfied consumers did not have an alternative to Windows that could support a comparable 

range of software applications. 

Similarly, according to the complaints now before the Justice Department, IBM has little to 

fear from the loss of sales to consumers who might object to the company’s treatment of its 

installed base of mainframe users.  This is because recent initial purchasers of high-end computer 

systems tend instead to choose more scalable and affordable solutions, such as PC server clusters 

(“server-based computing”) and cloud computing providers.  Almost all of the potential users of 

mainframe computers were already locked into IBM’s operating system long ago. 

Even though relatively few new customers are joining their ranks, mainframe computer users 

do constitute a significant and growing market for data processing power.  Over $1 trillion worth of 

corporate application software currently relies on IBM mainframes, and the volume of transactions 

processed by IBM’s mainframe customers will “easily double” between 2006 and 2010.9  Many other 

computer companies are interested in offering competing and complementary products to these 

mainframe customers.  The complaints before the Justice Department allege that since 2001, IBM 

has engaged in several forms of installed-base opportunism with the purpose and effect of blocking 

competition from these companies and reinforcing consumer lock-in. 
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9 IBM Press Release, IBM Unveils Software & ISV Initiatives to Handle Surge in Mainframe Transactions (May 8, 2006), 
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/19620.wss. 



IBM’S NEW-FOUND FREEDOM 

 

IBM’s alleged aggressiveness since 2001 can be traced to the company’s release from the 

terms of a 1956 antitrust settlement agreement.  The settlement was the result of a 1952 

monopolization case against IBM, in which the Justice Department alleged that IBM had obtained 

and maintained monopoly power in the market for tabulating machines and cards and had used 

exclusionary leasing agreements to restrain the development of competing computer manufacturers 

and maintenance and repair companies.10 

While some of the restrictions expired within the first ten years,11 most of the consent decree 

provisions were still in force in 1994, when IBM moved to terminate the decree.12  Those provisions 

included: 

(1) a requirement that IBM sell its computers at prices that have a commercially reasonable 

relationship to the lease charges for the same computers;13 

(2) a restriction on IBM’s ability to re-acquire previously sold IBM computers;14 

(3) a requirement that IBM offer to sell used IBM computers acquired as trade-ins;15 

(4) a requirement that IBM provide the same services to computer owners as to lessees, and 

at reasonable and nondiscriminatory prices;16 

(5) a requirement that IBM allow third-party maintenance, experimentation with, alterations 

in, and attachments to purchased IBM computers;17 

(6) a requirement that IBM operate its service bureau business under a subsidiary;18 

(7) a requirement that IBM furnish to IBM computer owners the same service 

documentation used by IBM’s repair and maintenance organization;19 

                                                 
10 See Evan R. Chesler, The 1956 Consent Decree, CA26 ALI-ABA 159, 163 (1996); Memorandum of Law in Support of 
IBM’s Motion to Terminate the 1956 Consent Decree, United States v. Int’l Bus. Machines Corp., Civ. No. 72-344 
(S.D.N.Y. filed Jan. 25, 1956), 1994 WL 16188213. 
11 See id. 
12 See United States v. Int’l Bus. Machines Corp., 1997 WL 217588, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. 1997). 
13 See Final Judgment, United States v. Int’l Bus. Machines Corp., Civ. No. 72-344 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 25, 1956), at § IV, 
available at http://www.cptech.org/at/ibm/ibm1956cd.html [hereinafter “1956 Consent Decree”]. 
14 See id. at § V. 
15 See id. 
16 See id. at § VI. 
17 See id. at § VII. 
18 See id. at § VIII. 
19 See id. at § IX. 



(8) a prohibition against certain agreements to allocate markets or to restrain U.S. imports or 

exports;20 and 

(9) a prohibition against conditioning the sale or lease of a computer upon the purchase or 

lease of any other computer.21 

In 1995, the Justice Department tentatively agreed to terminate the portions of the decree 

concerning requirements (3) and (5), and all other provisions as they applied to IBM’s personal 

computers and workstations.22  Following a public comment period, Judge Thomas P. Griesa of the 

U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York ordered termination of these portions of 

the decree in January 1996.23 

The Justice Department subsequently joined IBM in filing a July 1996 motion to phase out 

the remaining portions of the decree by July 2001.24  These provisions related to IBM’s System/390 

mainframe and AS/400 mid-range computer systems.25  Accepting expert reports that IBM’s 

AS/400 already faced a competitive market and IBM’s System/390 enjoyed only “limited and 

diminishing” market power,26 the government found that neither of the markets in which these 

systems competed presented serious long-term competitive concerns.  In its briefs supporting the 

joint motion, the government concluded that “IBM is unlikely to be able to exercise market power 

against any significant category of equipment customers in 2001,” and that “[t]ermination of the 

decree is also unlikely to increase the possibility that IBM could exercise market power in hardware 

maintenance aftermarkets.”27 

Judge Griesa agreed to the phase-out plan.  In a May 1997 opinion, he found that “[t]here is 

an active competitive market in computers today, the nature and extent makes obsolete this 40-year-

old decree.”28  Judge Griesa specifically addressed the concerns of independent computer 

maintenance companies that the phase-out would allow IBM to restrict the supply of spare parts for 

its computers.  He noted that “the heart of IBM’s business is selling and leasing computers,” and 

                                                 
20 See id. at § XV. 
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23 See id. 
24 See id. 
25 See id. 
26 See id. 
27 See id. 
28 See United States v. Int’l Bus. Machines Corp., 1997 WL 217588, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. filed May 1, 1997). 



IBM would not want to discourage customers from buying and leasing IBM mainframes by 

impairing “their ability to obtain maintenance and repair services where they desire to do so.”29  

Judge Griesa reasoned that IBM would be unlikely to engage in installed-base opportunism because 

of the ability of consumers to switch to non-IBM computers: 

IBM's customers are generally well informed about the lifetime cost of a 

computer (including service) and there are strong indications that they are quite 

willing to purchase non-IBM computers if the lifetime costs of IBM machines 

should become excessive.  Realistically, the market as it exists today is a powerful 

deterrent against IBM engaging in monopolistic tactics designed to shut off the 

supply of parts to independent repair companies.  By the same token, IBM has every 

incentive to compete in the repair market by offering better services and lower 

costs.30 

In December 1998, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit agreed with Judge 

Griesa’s reasoning, and affirmed the order to phase out the decree.31 

Soon after these court decisions, the mainframe computer industry underwent some 

unforeseen changes.  In 2000, two major IBM-compatible mainframe manufacturers, Amdahl and 

Hitachi, abandoned the market, leaving IBM as the sole manufacturer of mainframe computer 

equipment.  Also, around the same time, PC server clusters emerged as an economically viable, and 

increasingly preferred, alternative to mainframes among new buyers as a high-end computing 

solution.  These developments left locked-in mainframe users with no alternative equipment 

supplier, and left few new buyers in the market to deter IBM from engaging in installed-base 

opportunism.  Thus, IBM’s decision in 2000 to discontinue its smaller, slower mainframes (i.e., those 

capable of performing fewer than 60 million instructions per second) raised concerns that the 

company was trying to force its locked-in customers “to spend substantial sums to upgrade to IBM’s 

more-expensive machines which offered more power than they needed.”32 

In focusing on maintenance and repair services, Judge Griesa’s analysis also did not foresee 

the group of competitors who would allegedly be targeted by IBM’s opportunistic strategies.  Since 

the mid-1990s, various companies have been working to develop alternative technologies that allow 

mainframe software applications to run on less expensive non-IBM computer systems (also known 
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as alternative “mainframe platforms”).  These alternative approaches have relied in part on IBM’s 

patented technology and proprietary information relating to its mainframe operating system.  

According to the complaints before the Justice Department, since 2001 IBM has harmed 

competition in the mainframe platform market by refusing to license its operating system technology 

to the developers, providers and users of these mainframe platform alternatives. 

In short, consumers are no longer protected by the “active competitive market in 

computers” that spurred the district court’s decision to terminate the 1956 consent decree, and 

IBM’s post-termination conduct has raised installed-base opportunism concerns that were not 

contemplated at any point by the Justice Department or by Judge Griesa. 

 

 

T3’S ANTITRUST COMPLAINT AGAINST IBM 

 

IBM’s alleged refusals to license its operating system technology  stand in contrast to the 

company’s historic policy of licensing patents to third parties under reasonable and 

nondiscriminatory terms,33 including to some of the companies that were developing and marketing 

alternatives to the IBM mainframe platform.  IBM initially granted one such company, Platform 

Solutions, Inc. (“PSI”), a license to use IBM’s 31-bit mainframe operating system (“OS/390”), but 

subsequently withdrew the license.  When PSI continued to develop and market its alternative 

mainframe platforms, IBM sued PSI for breach of its software licenses and infringement of five 

patents covering various features of OS/390 and its new 64-bit operating system (“z/OS”).34  IBM 

subsequently mooted the dispute by acquiring PSI,35 but not before another company, T3 

Technologies, intervened in the IBM v. PSI case complaining of antitrust violations by IBM. 

T3 is a system integrator: it combines software and hardware components from various 

suppliers into ready-to-use computer systems.  T3 has historically focused on serving small and 

medium businesses and organizations that use mainframe software but do not require massive 

                                                 
33 See IBM Worldwide Patent Licensing Practices,  
http://web.archive.org/web/20060220102134/http://www.ibm.com/ibm/licensing/patents/practices.shtml (“IBM has 
an open approach to patent licensing for products in the Information Technology (IT) field and is generally willing to 
grant nonexclusive licenses under reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and conditions to those who in turn respect 
IBM’s intellectual property (IP) rights.”). 
34 See Complaint, Int’l Bus. Machines Corp. v. Platform Solutions, Inc., Civ. No. 03-CV-13565 (S.D.N.Y. filed Nov. 29, 
2006). 
35 See IBM, Press Release, IBM Acquires Platform Solutions, http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/24560.wss 
(July 2, 2008). 



computing power. 

T3’s “tServer” product served these small customers’ needs when IBM discontinued its 

smaller mainframes in 2000.  The tServer used software developed by Fundamental Software, Inc. 

(“FSI”) to support IBM’s 31-bit mainframe instruction set on an Intel-based server.  FSI had 

obtained patent licenses from IBM under reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms for the 

technologies that FSI’s software needed to interoperate with OS/390.  According to T3’s complaint, 

in 2003, after IBM introduced z/OS and discontinued OS/390,  IBM refused to sell FSI a license so 

that FSI could make its software compatible with z/OS, and refused to license z/OS to FSI for sale 

to commercial end users.  As a result, T3 was unable to produce a version of the tServer for use with 

z/OS, the only mainframe operating system IBM continues to support.36 

T3 subsequently sought to offer a “Liberty Server” product, which used software from PSI 

to support IBM’s 64-bit mainframe instruction set on a Hewlett-Packard server.  According to T3’s 

complaint, IBM has not only refused to license its OS/390- and z/OS-related patents and product 

interface information to PSI, but has refused to license z/OS to customers unless they purchased or 

continued using an IBM mainframe.  T3 also alleges that IBM has falsely informed T3’s customers 

that using a Liberty Server would cause a loss of reliability, availability, and serviceability.37 

T3’s complaint alleges that IBM’s actions constitute monopolization and attempted 

monopolization in violation of section 2 of the Sherman Act and tying in violation of section 1 of 

the Sherman Act and section 3 of the Clayton Act, as well as violations of various state antitrust, 

contract, and deceptive practice laws.38   

On Sept. 30, Judge Griesa’s colleague, Judge Lewis A. Kaplan, dismissed T3’s complaint on 

the grounds that T3 had not shown that it had been directly injured by any of the alleged antitrust 

violations and therefore lacked standing to bring the lawsuit.39  Judge Kaplan also held that IBM was 

free to refuse to deal with FSI and PSI.  Citing the Supreme Court’s 2004 Verizon v. Trinko decision, 

Judge Kaplan held that a unilateral termination of a course of dealing cannot violate the antitrust 

laws unless the defendant has “foregone short term profits by refusing to license its patents ‘to 

achieve an anticompetitive end.’”40  In support of his conclusion that IBM’s refusal to license its 

operating system technology did not fall into this “limited exception,” he reasoned as follows: 

                                                 
36 See T3 Complaint, supra note 6, at ¶ 8, at 5. 
37 See id. at ¶ 11, at 6-7. 
38 See id. at ¶¶ 104-58, at 36-46. 
39 See Int’l Bus. Machines Corp. v. Platform Solutions, Inc., 2009 WL 3127744 at *6, at  (S.D.N.Y. filed Sept. 30, 2009). 
40 See id. at *7 (quoting Verizon Commc'ns v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 407 (2004)). 



IBM invested billions of dollars to develop its sixty-four bit operating 

systems, which contain numerous technical improvements over its thirty-one bit 

technology. It introduced them to make its operating systems more functional and 

competitive with distributed systems [e.g., server clusters] as the market for thirty-

one bit technology waned.   In these circumstances, IBM is not required to support 

and maintain its thirty-one bit technology.  IBM's refusal to support and license its 

operating system to FSI and PSI therefore does not constitute anticompetitive 

conduct under the Sherman Act. 

T3 is appealing Judge Kaplan’s decision.  In the meantime, the Justice Department is 

reviewing the merits of T3’s allegations. 

 

 

ANTITRUST TREATMENT OF REFUSALS TO LICENSE PATENTS 

 

In Verizon, the Supreme Court found that an incumbent local exchange carrier did not have 

a duty under section 2 of the Sherman Act to provide rivals with access to its telephone network.  

By relying solely on Verizon as precedent, Judge Kaplan’s decision misses an important distinction 

between the physical telephone network (in which Verizon has property rights) and “thirty-one bit 

technology” (which is recognized as IBM’s property only to the extent provided by the intellectual 

property laws).  Patent law does not award to IBM plenary rights in “its thirty-one bit technology,” 

but only limited rights of exclusion over the subject matter of its valid and enforceable claims. 

There are two leading precedents that specifically address antitrust treatment of unilateral 

refusals to license patents, which take into account the limited scope of the patent grant.  In Xerox 

(2000), the Federal Circuit held that a patentee’s right to refuse to license a patent is limited only in 

circumstances where there is “illegal tying, fraud in the Patent and Trademark Office, or sham 

litigation . . . so long as [any] anticompetitive effect is not illegally extended beyond the statutory 

patent grant.”41  This holding suggests that unilateral refusals to license are always legal, except 

where there is a separate basis for legal liability. 

The Ninth Circuit in Image Technical (1997), however, held that the validity of a patentee’s 

desire to exclude others as a legitimate business justification was only a “rebuttable presumption.”42  

                                                 
41 In re Independent Service Organizations Antitrust Litigation (Xerox), 203 F.3d 1322, 1327-28 (Fed. Cir. 2000). 
42 Image Technical Services v. Eastman Kodak, 125 F.3d 1195, 1218 (9th Cir. 1997). 



In Image Technical, Kodak had instituted a new policy of refusing to sell parts for its photocopiers to 

independent service companies and their customers.  Kodak argued that the policy was intended to 

protect its intellectual property.  The Ninth Circuit found sufficient evidence to rebut this argument 

in the facts that only 65 of Kodak’s thousands of parts were patented and that Kodak’s intellectual 

property argument was made only belatedly.43  The court also emphasized that a refusal to license a 

patent may not be used to “extend a lawful monopoly beyond the grant” of the patent.44 

Given that patents grant exclusionary rights over inventions, not products, it is not clear 

when the refusal to license a patent may be said to cause an anticompetitive effect beyond the patent 

grant.  The Patent Act itself does not provide adequate guidance on this point.  The Federal Circuit 

in Xerox cited Section 271(d) of the patent statute in support of its permissive approach to unilateral 

refusals to license. This provision, added by Congress in 1988, states in relevant part: 

No patent owner otherwise entitled to relief for infringement . . . of a patent shall be 

denied relief or deemed guilty of misuse or illegal extension of the patent right by 

reason of his having . . . (4) refused to license or use any rights to the patent. . .45 

The legislative history accompanying this amendment, however, only cites cases involving 

complete refusals to license patents.46  In contrast, T3’s complaint does not allege a complete refusal 

to license, but a selective refusal to license to FSI and PSI with the purpose and effect of restraining 

competition in the mainframe platform market. 

Antitrust is concerned with competition in markets defined to include products having 

reasonable interchangeability of use.47  By permitting complete refusals to license, Section 271(d) 

contemplates that a patent owner may exercise market power by restricting output and thwarting 

demand for the use of its intellectual property: i.e., the ability to make, use, sell or import the 

patented invention.48  A selective refusal to license, however, may allow a patent owner to exercise 

market power against parties who derive no benefit from practicing the patented invention.  As one 

                                                 
43 Id. at 1218-20. 
44 Id. at 1216 (citing Mercoid Corp. v. Mid-Continent Inv. Co., 320 U.S. 661, 665 (1944)). 
45 35 U.S.C. § 271(d). 
46 See Mark R. Patterson, When is Property Intellectual? The Leveraging Problem, 73 S. CAL. L. REV. 1133, 1151 & n. 81 (2000) 
(citing 134 CONG. REC. H10646, H10648 (daily ed. Oct. 1988)). 
47 See Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 325 (1962) (“The outer boundaries of a product market are 
determined by the reasonable interchangeability of use or the cross-elasticity of demand between the product itself and 
substitutes for it.”); United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 404 (1956) (“The ‘market’ which one 
must study to determine when a producer has monopoly power will vary with the part of commerce under 
consideration.  The tests are constant.  That market is composed of products that have reasonable interchangeability for 
the purposes for which they are produced — price, use and qualities considered.”). 
48 See 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) (defining patent infringement as making, using, offering to sell, selling, or importing a patented 
invention without authorization). 



commentator has explained in connection with the Xerox case, such an exercise of market power 

may accurately be described as exceeding the scope of the patent grant: 

In Xerox the reason why the ISOs needed Xerox’s parts was not because these parts 

were patented, but because they were the only parts available to service Xerox’s 

copiers.  In using them to service Xerox’s copiers’ end-users, the ISOs did not 

appropriate Xerox’s legal reward, because the ISOs did not benefit from the 

invention, the end-users did.  In refusing to deal with anyone but the end-users, 

Xerox necessarily imposed itself as the only service provider, since the ISOs had no 

access to parts.  Thus, Xerox foreclosed and monopolized a market unrelated to its 

intellectual property, using means that had nothing to do with the reward it was 

legally entitled to secure.49 

Similarly, according to T3’s complaint, FSI’s and PSI’s only interest in using IBM’s patented 

technology was for providing a platform that would correctly support the specifications required by 

IBM’s mainframe operating system.50  To the extent that the users of IBM-compatible mainframes 

derived a benefit from the use of IBM’s patented inventions,51 IBM could have fully captured this 

value through end-user royalties for its mainframe operating systems.  Instead, according to T3, IBM 

selectively refused to license its patents to FSI and PSI, imposed itself as the only mainframe 

hardware provider, and restrained competition and innovation in the mainframe platform market 

beyond the scope of IBM’s patent rights. 

T3’s appeal stands at a legal crossroads.  The Federal Circuit’s Xerox decision and the Ninth 

Circuit’s Kodak decision express very different views on the scope of a patent owner’s right to refuse 

                                                 
49 Simon Genevaz, Against Immunity for Unilateral Refusals to Deal in Intellectual Property: Why Antitrust Law Should Not 
Distinguish Between IP and Other Property Rights, 19 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 741, 767-68 (2004); see also Seungwoo Son, Selective 
Refusals to Sell Patented Goods: The Relationship Between Patent Rights and Antitrust Law, 2002 J.L. TECH. & POL’Y 109, 163 
(2002) (arguing that a selective refusal to license “may harm competition in complementary or relevant markets because 
it excludes competitors in a circumstance where they have no alternative except to access the patentee’s property”). 
50 See also A. Douglas Melamed & Ali M. Stoeppelwerth, The CSU Case: Facts, Formalism and the Intersection of Antitrust and 
Intellectual Property Law, 10 GEO. MASON L. REV. 407, 424 (2002) (“Antitrust counsel would advise an AT&T of today . . . 
that it could immunize its anticompetitive refusal to deal from the antitrust laws by contriving to design its system so 
that firms like MCI that need access to its network would have to use patented or copyrighted interfaces that, under 
[Xerox], it may refuse to license.  In that event, competition would be injured, and network design and innovation would 
be distorted and presumably diminished.”); cf. Joseph P. Bauer, Refusals to Deal With Competitors by Owners of Patents and 
Copyrights: Reflections on the Image Technical and Xerox Decisions, 55 DEPAUL L. REV. 1225 (2006) (“[T]he holding in 
Xerox led to a form of over-incentivizing the creation of patentable machines or machine parts.”). 
51 For example, one of the patents IBM asserted against PSI serves as “a processor mechanism that provides a direct 
resumption of an earlier interrupted program” without the need for state transitions and other “performance negatives” 
that would apply to the approach of implementing such a feature in an operating system.  See U.S. Patent No. 5,987,495, 
cols. 3-4. 
For a skeptical view of the incremental value of patented inventions to software products in a refusal-to-deal context, see 



to license its intellectual property.  Neither precedent is binding on the Second Circuit Court of 

Appeals, but the court may look to them for guidance as persuasive authorities in T3’s case.52 

Despite the divergence between the two approaches, both Xerox and Kodak recognize the 

limiting role of the Patent Act in defining the right of a patentee unilaterally to refuse to license a 

patent under the antitrust laws.53  The failure of Judge Kaplan’s opinion in IBM v. PSI to 

acknowledge this limitation leaves the scope of a patent owner’s “right to use its intellectual property 

as it wishes” unclear.54  It remains to be seen whether the Justice Department’s investigation of the 

world’s leading patent owner will produce the necessary vehicle for resolving this ambiguity at the 

intersection of antitrust and intellectual property law. 

                                                                                                                                                             
Michael A. Carrier, Unraveling the Patent-Antitrust Paradox, 150 U. PA. L. REV. 761, 823 (2002). 
52 Under 28 U.S.C. § 1295(a), the Federal Circuit has exclusive jurisdiction to hear appeals from Patent Ofice rulings.  In 
Holmes Group, Inc. v. Vornado Air Circulation Systems, Inc., 535 U.S. 826, 834 (2002), however, the Supreme Court 
held that this exclusive jurisdiction applies only in cases where the plaintiff’s initial complaint properly states a patent law 
claim.  Since the patent issues in Xerox were raised only by the defendant as counterclaims, the Federal Circuit’s opinion 
in that case is not binding on other circuits and carries only persuasive authority.  See Telecom Technical Services Inc. v. 
Rolm Co., 388 F.3d 820, 826 (11th Cir. 2004). 
53 See also Mercoid, 320 U.S. at 665-66 (noting that the patent system “denies to the patentee after issuance the power to 
use [the patent] in such a way as to acquire a monopoly which is not plainly within the terms of the grant”). 
54 Cf. Michael Carrier, Refusals to License Intellectual Property After Trinko, 55 DEPAUL L. REV. 1191, 1209 (2006) (noting the 
lack of a Supreme Court opinion directly addressing refusals to license intellectual property, but predicting that Verizon 
v. Trinko “likely will make it more difficult to challenge such activity”). 


